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ABSTRACT
Yearly unique phishing attacks exceeded 1 million in 2015 and
have been on the rise ever since. With the introduction of money-
spinning ransomware attacks, phishing has become much more
lucrative in order to make the first breach in a network. A re-
port by RSA assessed that worldwide associations endured losses
adding up to $9 billion just due to phishing attacks in the year 2016.
Technology companies offer products ranging from blacklists to
heuristics which can often prove ineffective when pinned against
semantics-based attack structures. In this paper, we take an empiri-
cal approach towards phishing detection by proposing a data set
taking into account 198 features extracted from more than 73,000
phishing websites. All the features extracted don’t require human
intervention and are fully automated to help capture vast distri-
bution. We also provide detailed analysis using Machine Learning
and Deep Learning models; out of which Random Forest makes
93.09% accurate detection of phishing pages with an FPR of 0.02
when paired with the same features extracted from random 52,000
websites from the top Alexa list.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Expert systems; • Security and pri-
vacy→Browser security; Software security engineering; •Human-
centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI ; • Computing
methodologies→ Feature selection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social engineering techniques making use of authority, intimida-
tion, consensus, and urgency have long exploited vulnerabilities
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within organisations for decades. Phishing is a type of social engi-
neering technique designed to trick a human being into revealing
sensitive information [29]. The word "Phishing" is a leetspeak vari-
ant of fishing with "ph" being a common replacement for "f" to lure
users to "fish" for users’ sensitive information. Phishing has resulted
into data breaches; some of the popular ones include Sony Pictures
[30], iCloud [28], US [10] and Ukranian Power Grid attacks [27].
Over the past three decades, starting from 1995’s AOHell attack
[1], phishing attacks have become extremely sophisticated. FBI has
labelled phishing attacks as the most common attack performed by
cyber-criminals. In order to prevent phishing attacks, organisations
provide training to their employees and partner with cyber security
firms. Additionally, an active database of phishing URLs is provided
by websites like OpenPhish [2], PhishStats [4], PhishBank [3] etc.
Google provides a service called Safe Browsing [15] which helps
identifies malicious websites as well. Microsoft Outlook has in-built
tools and extensions for users to identify potentially dangerous
emails and allow IT administrators to manage incoming traffic to
combat phishing attacks.
However, with the constant evolution of phishing techniques, all of
above methods still do not allow to effectively preclude an attacker
from targeting human vulnerabilities. In Reinheimer, Kunz, Volka-
mer and Renaud et al. [20], researchers highlight poor user knowl-
edge and lack of browsing hygiene as the key factor of successful
phishing attacks conducted in enterprises. Public service organi-
sations like Anti Phishing Working Group [8] reported 245,000+
phishing attacks in January 2021 alone. Previous research on auto-
mated phishing based systems have taken into account black-listing
[24], TF-IDF analysis based on the content of page [31], visual fea-
tures to compare similarity [7], using NLP to check the URL itself
[12], and search engine techniques in order to check authentic-
ity of a webpage [11] [17]. The aforementioned techniques do not
take into account features like type of CMS used, web server the
website is running, presence of tag management system etc. which
often have a significant impact on the genuineness of a website
and likelihood of detection of a zero-day attack. In this paper, we
will explore an exhaustive list of extractable features and extract
them roughly 73,000 records of phishing URLs taken from vari-
ous sources like OpenPhish, PhishBank etc. We will also provide
insights into similar approaches that have been taken before to
present delineating advantages which significantly helps improve
the automated process of detecting phishing websites.

2 RELATEDWORK
A very well summarized survey has been published just recently
which provides a list of different approaches and their conclusive
results [6]. This survey highlights SaaS, payments platforms and
financial institutions as the most popular targets.
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We have largely looked at deriving practical approaches of phish-
ing classification which can scale with the evolution of phishing
page design on a long-term basis while providing acceptable ac-
curacy with the least FPR. This is why we collected our phishing
webpages over a 6 month period. Though theoretically, significant
number of researches discussed so far have produced 90% and above
in prediction but very few of them have produced any practical ex-
ample for the same that could be used in a production environment
over a long period of time. We tested the models against a general
user’s practical browsing history which yielded a FPR of 2% .

Looking at previous research, we found that the ones with higher
accuracy have had a dependence on one of the list-based features
like brands list, IP blacklists, etc., or high computation features
that normally create a bottleneck in detection. Additionally, using
list-based features in dataset features means introducing a highly
positive feature to the algorithm which can create a bias towards
one specific feature resulting in a biased model. To counter this, we
have stayed away from mapping the web page to any entity but
only focus on features of the website itself. An argument can be
made that using meta tags analysis in our research can be consid-
ered mapping to an entity but we only use it to evaluate consistency
of data present in different pages of the phishing website. These
issues end up being the slowest evolving component of the detec-
tion mechanism due to the fact that they are somewhat manually
maintained or are limited by data sources. We have focused on
features that don’t require human intervention.

We also summarise related work in other detection techniques
below:

2.1 Phishing Feeds based detection
These approaches contain a URL blacklist which can be used to
validate any URL for phishing attacks. Though these blacklists can
sometimes be extended to block the domains but they depend on
user-reported data and have limited capability to detect phishing.
They largely depend on contributors reaction time which is only
effective for attacks which have a long life cycle (spear-phishing
attacks); while most of the phishing attacks are designed to harvest
data within few days or even hours of spamming or attack. Also,
these approaches need multiple sources to verify the data. Example
of such approaches are Google Safe [15], PhishTank etc. There have
been proposed work to fuzzy search blacklists like [22] which does
improve the approach but limitations still exist because the data is
user-initiated.

2.2 Webpage URL Features
These approaches analyze the URLs provided by the user, they don’t
require fetching the website content and running analysis, such
approaches tend to be faster but are highly inaccurate in nature.
We analyzed a batch of sample phishing URLs with a genuine set
of URLs through statistical analysis producing little correlation
between phishing and normal pages. The features giving almost all
the correlation was the length of the top-level domain. If used in
a ML analysis, this feature can repulse domain names with more
than 12-15 character depending on the URLs inside the dataset.
This kind of analysis will be biased in nature given that it cannot

cover meticulously built single target entities. Moreover, the sta-
tistical analysis didn’t pursue advanced features like redirection,
and discovery-oriented phishing attacks which always produce a
relationship between phishing pages. We did consider a few link
analysis features but they did not end qualifying for the primary
feature set Table 1 which has a significant impact in results.

Moreover, these methods also do not take into account presence
of special-purpose TLDs like: .engineering, .dev, .support, .cx, .tech,
.vc etc. and can very well tag legitimate websites with these TLDs
in association with most-abused TLDs like: .shop, .work, .gq, .cam
etc. [25]. Research conducted by [12] does not take into account
the limitation of collection of legitimate brand names in order to
cross verify them over to maintain an exhaustive list that takes
into account all brand names. Using an entity root-level domain
(Amazon, Facebook etc.) with a special-purpose TLD can bypass
URL feature systems.

2.3 Webpage Features
Webpage features analysis requires analysis of the content of web-
page which can only be done once a web request has been per-
formed to the URL which requires network availability and web-
page to be active while it is being accessed. This approach has been
less approached and is the baseline of this research. A lot of pro-
posed methods use webpage content analysis where the research
involves extracting fewHTML attributes of phishing page like word
list, features of links present in pages, page structural features etc.
[21] Webpage features analysis do strikes a balance between per-
formance and accuracy, in certain cases achieving accuracy upto
99.2%.
This approach is also prone to a. page redirection verification
where attackers verify the redirection source of webpage and b.
geo-blocking where an attacker can restrict access to few specific
geographical location. To prevent this, we used randomUser Agents
headers and other relevant headers to fake browser use while re-
questing pages.

2.4 Webpage Visual Features
These utilized visual analysis of web pages which can be very
effective as phishing attacks mostly tend to create a visual copy
of webpages. They can use different approaches like obfuscation,
image maps, iframes and other methods to hide the actual con-
tent/attributes of pages. However, these approaches are very slow
in nature and tend to consume much more resources. Moreover,
accuracy in these methods is largely dependent on the database
against which visual similarity is matched. As executed by visual
histogram analysis [18] [16], the approach requires fetching of page
content and visual similarity analysis and doesn’t work well for
zero-day webpages. There have been other approaches that use CSS
& image-based visual similarity which can produce high accuracy
results up to 97.30% but at the same time, require a vast dataset of
known websites.

These web page-based features when combined with Machine
Learning or Deep Learning models, give results ranging from low
90s to around 99% test-set accuracy while keeping FPR in the range
of 0.01 to 0.2. While the result metrics are themselves appreciable,
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Table 1: Top level features

Column Name/Prefix Description

Analytics Website analytics integration for error, CRM, ads, testing etc.
CDN CDN is being utilized for content delivery
CMS Type of CMS used for managing the website

Web Master Website has webmaster registration keys
Web Server Which type of webserver is being used

Ads Ads technologies like ad analytics, ad exchange trackers used
Copyright Copyright symbol or restriction present

Current year copyright If copyright is current year
External Sites Number of links to external sites
Domains Number of unique domains present in content
Feeds If content on website is copied from another website (maybe using Syndication techniques)

Framework Any framework used to build website
home_main_ngram_intersection Webpage content intersection with provided page

hosting Type of hosting where website is hosted
Javascript Javascript library is used
language Language of content
links The number or URLs present in the HTML of phishing page

mapping Mapping integration
media Media integration like YouTube, Sound Cloud etc. present
mobile Mobile Related optimization
mx Mail Server presence in DNS

nDescription Length of intersection of phishing page and top root domain meta tag Description
nTitle Length of intersection of phishing page and top root domain meta tag Title
ns Name Server related information

parked If domain is parked
payment Payment providers integration

privacy_policy Privacy policy present
robots Robots config is provided
shipping Shipping providers are configured
shop E-commerce store
ssl SSL Certificate configurations

widgets Extensions that are used by CMS

the analysis published in these papers only took into account less
than 10,000 phishing records while considering at max 50 top-level
features which make for a small dataset that can be very well
tagged as unrepresentative of the vast and complex underlying
nature & evolution of phishing websites [14]. Models trained on
these shallow datasets can prove to be brittle when exposed to
new and more sophisticated phishing websites [5]. While statistical
methods like sampling can help in combating this small dataset
problem, it does not make the model effective against anomalies
resulting from exposure to new data.

3 DATASET
The high-level process of collecting phishing pages had the follow-
ing pointers:

• The OpenPhish data was live and required immediate fetch-
ing of webpages before they were removed so we monitored
OpenPhish feed for new URLs every 12 hours. (limited by
free feed publish rate)

• Verify if URL has been scraped; if it was skipped.

• Try connecting with the URL with 10 seconds timeout.
• In case, URL’s HTML still cannot be fetched, record the
exception as result but don’t mark website as scraped. This
can happen where URL was removed before it was published
or timeout occured.

• Retry fetching all failed websites once in a day.
• To bypass simple bots validation, we used random User
Agents headers and other relevant headers to fake browser
use while requesting pages.

These requests were performed from a pool of few Random IPs
to bypass any IP blocking or geo-restrictions applied, the servers
were located in New Jersey, Mumbai and London. We didn’t vali-
date any URLs for geo-restrictions which was possible in highly
sophisticated phishing attacks. Collecting data for Alexa 52,000
has a similar process as mentioned above except we didn’t have
to monitor any sources for new URLs. Post collection of HTML of
each URL, we improvised & experimented with additional features,
where analysis was executed on page source collected earlier.
The features which have been extracted from the dataset have
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been summarized in Table 1 at a very high level, while their sub-
categories suffixed with an underscore (_) highlights their classifi-
cation. For e.g.-hosting_australian-hosting tells that the hosting of
the website is on a VPS based in Australia.
The dataset was being progressively stored into a MongoDB col-
lection which allowed us to experiment with features without the
need to pre-define the list of all the features. We used URLs from
OpenPhish for collecting verified phishing pages for the phishing
dataset and took into account random 52,000 Alexa websites from
the top 1 million for the non-phishing dataset.

Below are some non-features columns in the dataset which are
not being used in the final part of the analysis:

• Status indicates if page has been crawled
• Alexa, if page is part of Alexa websites
• HTML if string it is HTML content, if it is an object page
had errors during fetch

• Title contains the text in title tag of the HTML
• Description contains the main meta tag’s description

All the features collected are automated with the scraping script
and do not require any human intervention in order to extract
features. Although, we considered including safe_browsing as a
feature that would indicate it being flagged by Google Safe Brows-
ing; we skipped it since OpenPhish can be indexed by crawlers put
in place for Google Search which would make this feature a ground
truth in the majority of phishing entries. Moreover, features like
framework, analytics, CDN have been added in order to measure
the extent to which the systems in place are tracking user actions.
In simpler cases, detection of these three features will tell that the
website is a phishing website or not.
The scraping script helps put in place a system that will keep on
extracting a vast number of features even in the future to track the
similarities and dissimilarities between phishing website metrics
that will help track the evolution of phishing websites in general
to detect and visualise the level of sophistication used in order to
trick users.

4 ANALYSIS
For the analysis part of this paper, we have taken the same fea-
tures extracted from 52,000 Alexa websites as we have for phishing
websites. We will discuss the approach taken for the analysis part
which includes: preprocessing, models, evaluation, and finally, re-
sults. Details on the exact dataset and Jupyter notebooks for the
purposes of the reproduction will be covered under the FutureWork
section. Our analysis is based to evolve with the attack mechanism,
though we haven’t executed a feedback training model, the features
used are non-conventional in nature and directly relate to the cost
of conducting a phishing attack. We manually analyzed 100’s of
phishing websites in order to create a scraping script that extracts
all the features from a website.
Following are some points to be noted based on which we created
a list of features that can be evolved with time:

• Phishing websites tend to be hosted on compromised web-
sites, as the cost of attack is low.

• Attackers don’t own the domain i.e. the assets and other
content of websites have different origin from the current
website or root domain has difference in nature of content.

• Attackers don’t care about SEO & other such details, they
only focus on visual similarity and so they end up ignoring
tags, sitemap, etc.

• Phishing pages have strong relations with outbound links,
wordlist and other webpages attributes. (highlighted in other
researches as well.)

• They mimic a brand’s presence using visual hints, which
are sometimes embedded using images, pure CSS, iframes,
javascript and other approaches to bypass HTML-DOM de-
tection.

For the purpose of this analysis, we have entirely ignored all the
textual information related to each phishing record: URL, content
in HTML Page paragraphs, lists etc. This approach is taken in order
to force the models to learn to identify phishing websites solely on
the basis of metrics in Table 5.

4.1 Preprocessing
While appending 52,000 Alexa websites to the dataset, an additional
Boolean column called ’phishing’ has been introduced which when
true tells that it is a phishing record. This will function as our
ground-truth. For preprocessing, the columns (description, title,
URL, and Server) have been removed. Columns having non-binary
numerical values have been normalised. Dataset is shuffled and
then 80% is provided as training while remaining 20% is allocated
as test-set for classifier models. In case of Neural Networks, 80% is
taken as training set whereas 10% each is allocated to validation
and test-set.

4.2 Models
We have run analysis using following classifiers: Decision Tree,
Random Forest, Gaussian Naive Bayes, KNN, SVM, XGBoost and
CatBoost using binary classification.
We have also run analysis using following Neural Networks: ANN,
& 1D-CNN& BiLSTM.While all the classifiers and basic Neural Net-
works are self-explanatory for their usage in a binary classification
setting, a hybrid and hierarchical Neural Network like 1-D CNN
& BiLSTM provides robust learning (when paired with overfitting
preventing techniques like the inclusion of a Dropout Layer) by
combining spatial learning and temporal learning of BiLSTM and
CNN layers respectively [13]. Neural Networks are trained using
Adam optimizer with categorical_crossentropy loss.

Model performancewill be evaluated using test-set accuracy
and FPR.

4.3 Results
Test-set Accuracy and FPR metrics can be found for the models
outlined in previous section in Table 2.

So far, Random Forest [9] classifier gives the best performance
on which we have evaluated Feature Importance analysis using
MDI and Permutation Importance as well.

As perMDI [26] analysis, features: cdn, analytics, analytics_audience-
measurement, Web Server, ssl, analytics_visitor-count-tracking,
analytics_application-performance, javascript, widgets, domains
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Table 2: Analysed Models with Test Accuracy and FPR

Model Accuracy FPR

Decision Tree 89.59% 0.06
Random Forest 93.09% 0.02

Gaussian Naive Bayes 80.42% 0.047
KNN 91.04% 0.043

XGBoost 92.89% 0.018
CatBoost 92.84% 0.02
SVM 87.73% 0.063
ANN 92.64% 0.017

1D-CNN & BiLSTM 92.87% 0.027

Figure 1: Confusion Matrix of Random Forest Classifier

are top 10 most important features. Top 20 features contributing to
the analysis are in Figure 2 and it can be clearly seen that cdn, ana-
lytics, ssl and framework contribute heavily to identifying phishing
websites in our dataset.

Since, MDI analysis can be biased on datasets having abundance
of unique features [23], we ran Permutation Importance analysis
too. The top 20 features recognised (in Figure 3) include mx, Web
Master, links, widgets, analytics, ads, ssl, ns, cdn, CMS. It is evident
that 16 features in both analysis are same which are listed in the
Table 3 and signify their importance towards contributing to iden-
tification of phishing websites.
As per Figure 1, FPR of 0.02 is observed which means that about
2% of the times, the classifier is tagging a legitimate website as a
phishing website and could be further improvement down the line.

5 CONCLUSION
We proposed an enhanced and effective approach towards detect-
ing a phishing website by taking a holistic approach towards the

Figure 2: Important Features identified using MDI Analysis

Table 3: 16 Common Important Features identified by MDI
and Permutation Importance Analysis

mx analytics
Web Server ssl
javascript widgets
domains links

ads externalSites
hosting framework

nDescription mobile
nTitle cdn

extraction of features that provide a lot more data than usual vi-
sual features or information extracted from the URL alone. We also
identified the contribution of root domain features, cdn, meta tags,
analytics and generic HTML-based features that contributed to-
wards accurately predicting whether the given website is a phishing
website or not.
This is a first-of-its-kind hybrid approach that doesn’t just look at a
page to conclude if it is a phishing page but also helps in identifying
the likelihood of a domain/website being compromised for phish-
ing based on certain features like CMS, hosting, CDN etc. which
historically, have significant contribution in mass phishing hosting.

6 FUTUREWORK
We can further improve the accuracy using visual classification as
used by other researchers and improvise to detect different brands.
FPR obtained in the analysis is also something that needs to be
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Figure 3: Important Features identified using Permutation
Importance Analysis

improved in the future. As of now, our data captures most of the
metrics that can be easily obtained and processed, however, there
is still a need of NLP techniques in order to parse the content and
cross-verify legitimacy in languages other than English.
The dataset used in this paper will be published on PhishX which
will primarily offer a real-time feed of phishing websites collated
from different reporting platforms. It will also provide all the fea-
tures discussed in this paper corresponding to each individual URL.
All the data will be available for free and will be maintained by
the authors themselves as an open-source initiative under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License [19]. The main pur-
pose for providing real-time data is to provide data on scale to
boost the amount of independent experiments and research for
more efficient automated phishing detection systems in the future.
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Table 4: Complete Features List

URL Title Description
Web Master Web Server ads

ads_ad-analytics ads_ad-blocking ads_ad-exchange
ads_ad-network ads_ad-server ads_ads-txt

ads_adult ads_affiliate-programs ads_audience-targeting
ads_content-curation ads_contextual-advertising ads_data-management-platform

ads_demand-side-platform ads_digital-video-ads ads_dynamic-creative-optimization
ads_fraud-prevention ads_mobile ads_multi-channel

ads_retargeting-/-remarketing ads_search analytics
analytics_a/b-testing analytics_advertiser-tracking analytics_application-performance

analytics_audience-measurement analytics_cart-abandonment analytics_conversion-optimization
analytics_conversion-tracking analytics_crm analytics_data-management-platform

analytics_error-tracking analytics_feedback-forms-and-surveys analytics_fraud-prevention
analytics_lead-generation analytics_marketing-automation analytics_mobile
analytics_personalization analytics_product-recommendations analytics_retargeting-/-remarketing
analytics_site-optimization analytics_social-management analytics_tag-management

analytics_visitor-count-tracking cdn cdns
cdns_edge-delivery-network cms cms_agency

cms_automotive cms_blog cms_community-cms
cms_ecommerce-enabled cms_enterprise cms_financial
cms_forum-software cms_headless cms_healthcare
cms_hosted-solution cms_job-board cms_landing-page

cms_learning-management-system cms_non-profit cms_open-source
cms_real-estate cms_simple-website-builder cms_social-management

cms_ticketing-system cms_wiki copyright
copyright_presence current_year_match_copyright domains

externalSites feeds framework
framework_schema framework_wordpress-theme home_main_ngram_intersection

hosting hosting_australian-hosting hosting_canadian-hosting
hosting_chinese-hosting hosting_cloud-hosting hosting_cloud-paas
hosting_dedicated-hosting hosting_dutch-hosting hosting_german-hosting
hosting_hong-kong-hosting hosting_japan-hosting hosting_shared-hosting

hosting_uk-hosting hosting_us-hosting hosting_vps-hosting
javascript javascript_animation javascript_charting

javascript_compatibility javascript_framework javascript_javascript-library
javascript_jquery-plugin javascript_slider javascript_ui

language link link_adult
links mapping mapping_maps
media media_digital-video-ads media_enterprise

media_live-stream-/-webcast media_online-video-platform media_social-video-platform
media_video-analytics media_video-players mobile

mx mx_business-email-hosting mx_campaign-management
mx_dmarc mx_marketing-platform mx_secure-email

mx_transactional-email mx_web-hosting-provider-email nDescription
nDescriptionTitle nTitle ns
ns_enterprise-dns ns_tld-redirects parked

payment payment_bitcoin payment_checkout-buttons
payment_currency payment_donation payment_pay-later

payment_payment-acceptance payment_payments-processor privacy_policy
robots shipping shop

shop_enterprise shop_hosted-solution shop_multi-channel
shop_non-platform shop_open-source shop_plugin-/-module

ssl ssl_extended-validation ssl_root-authority
ssl_wildcard widgets widgets_bookings

widgets_bookmarking widgets_call-tracking widgets_captcha
widgets_charting widgets_comment-system widgets_content-modification

widgets_ecommerce widgets_error-tracking widgets_feedback-forms-and-surveys
widgets_financial widgets_fonts widgets_image-provider
widgets_live-chat widgets_login widgets_marketing-automation
widgets_mobile widgets_privacy-compliance widgets_push-notifications

widgets_schedule-management widgets_site-search widgets_social-sharing
widgets_ssl-seals widgets_tag-management widgets_ticketing-system

widgets_tour-site-demo widgets_translation widgets_web-badge
widgets_wordpress-plugins ads_bitcoin hosting_french-hosting
hosting_italian-hosting hosting_swiss-hosting hosting_wordpress-hosting

shop_woocommerce-extension shop_wordpress-plugins widgets_joomla-module
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